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Dear Ms. Dwyer:

On November 1 8, 2013, the United States Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit issued

a decision in three consolidated appeals, entitled (1) Scientific No.

13-8031, (2) Boston Scientifi No. 13-8032, and (3) Ta)¡lor v. Boston

Scientific Corporation, No. 13-8033. Slip. Op., attached as Ex. A. The opinion in Boston

Scientific expressly agrees with Judge Gould's dissent here, further confirming the existence of a
sharp circuit split warranting en banc review. Slip. Op., 9; Cir. Rule 35-1.

In Boston Scientific, three groups of plaintiffs filed medical products liability actions in

state court, each action having less than 100 plaintiffs. 1d.,2-3. The groups filed motions

proposing assignment to a single state court judge "for purposes of discovery and trial." Id. Each
group stated that "it was not seeking to consolidate with other cases," but that the request was

premised on "'avoiding conflicting pretrial rulings,' 'providing consistency in the supervision of
pretrial matters,' and'judicial economy."' \d.,6-7. Counsel also noted "[t]here's going to be a

process in which to select the bellwether case to try." 1d.,7. One defendant removed under

CAFA's mass action provision, and the district couft remanded. (1d.,7-8.) The Eighth Circuit
reversed, holding, "the motions for assignment to a single judge filed by the three plaintiff
groups to the same state circuit court, combined with plaintiffs' candid explanation of their

objectives" created a mass action. úd.,10.

The Court expressly agreed with In re Abbot Laboratories. Inc., 698 F,3d 568 (7th Cir.

2012), as well as Judge Gould's dissent herc. \d.,9. Indeed, the request in Romo - coordination

"for all purposes" - is materially indistinguishable from a request for "assignment to a single

judge" "for purposes of discovery and trial," and the cases should have been resolved identically,
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Molly Dwyer, Clerk of the Court
November 18,2013
Page2

Plainly, a sharp circuit split is deepening, as is evidenced by the Atwell court's agreement with
Judge Gould. En banc review is imperative.

Respectful ly subm itted,

lslKarin L. Bohmholdt

cc counsel of record via the appellate CM/ECF system

ATL 19453980v2
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No. 13-8031

Dawn Atwell, et al.

Respondents

V

Boston Scientific Corporation

Petitioner

No. 13-8032

Althea Evans, et al.

Respondents

V

Boston Scientific Corporation

Petitioner

No. 13-8033

Laura Taylor, et al.

Respondents
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V

Boston Scientific Corporation

Petitioner

Appeal frorn United States District Court
for the Eastern District of Missouri - St. Louis

Submitted: Septemb er 20, 2013
Filed: November 78, 2013

Before WOLLMAN, LOKEN, and SHEPHERD, Circuit Judges.

LOKEN, Circuit Judge.

In the Class Action Fairness Act of 2005 ("CAFA"), Congress permitted

removal fiom state to federal court of certain class actions, inclucling "mass actions."

28 IJ.S.C. g{i 1332(d), 1453(a) and (b). "[T]he term'mass action' means any civil

action . . . in which monetary relief claims of 100 or more persons are proposed to be

triedjointly onthe ground thatthe plaintiffs' claims involve common questions of law

orfact,"$ 1332(clxllXBXi),butdoesnotincludeanactioninwhich"theclaimshave

been consolidatecl or coordir,ated solely for pretrial proceedings,"

{i 1332(d)(l lXBXiiXN).

Groups of plaintiffs fîled product liability actions in Missouri's Twenty-Second

(City of St. Louis) Juclicial Circuit against four manufäcturers of transvaginal mesh

medical devices. Three groups included clairns againstBoston Scientific Corporation

1
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for alleged defects in its devices.l Each group comprised less than 100 plaintifß. The

three groups frled similar motions proposing that the state coutt assign each group o'to

a single Judge fbr purposes of'discovery and trial." After the motion hearing, Boston

Scientific removed the three cases to federal court. Two district judges granted

plaintiffs' motions and remanded the cases to state court on the ground that no case

included more than I 00 plaintifß and plaintiffs hacl not proposed to the state court that

the actions be "tried jointly." Boston Scientific petitions for permission to appeal,

arguing that the three groups of plaintiffs have proposed to try their cases jointly

within the meaning of 28 U.S.C. $ 1332(d)(11XBXi), transforming their cases into a

single rrìass action subject to federal juriscliction. Reviewing this issue de novo, see

Raskas v. Johnson & Johnson,Tlg F.3d 884,886 (8th Cir.2013), we conclude we

have jurisdiction and, in each case, grantBoston Scientifìc leave to appeal and vacate

the order: remancling the case to state coutt.

I. Two Jurisdictional Issues

A. Most orders remanding removed cases to state court are not appealable. 28

ll.S.C. $ 1447(d). CAFA created an exception to that rule, permitting a court of

appeals to review an order remanding a "class action," including a mass action, "if
application fto appeal] is made . . . not more than 10 days after entry of the fremand]

order," $ 1a53(c)(1). Atwell argues we have no jurisdiction because these cases are

not mass actions and theref.ore CAFA does not apply. This argument of course begs

the qtrestion. The issue presented on appeal is whether the three cases are a mass

action subject to federal jurisdiction uncler CAFA. If they are a mass action, then

CAFA confers appellate jurisdiction to correct the district court errors in declining to

accept federal jurisdiction. If they are not a mass action, then "we lack jurisdiction

'Like the parties, we will refer to these actions individually by the names of the

first named plaintiffs, Dawn Atwell, Althea Evans, and Laura Taylor.

-3-
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to proceedfurther." Andersonv' Ba)¡er Corp.,610 F.3d 390, 394 (7th Cir' 2010)

(emphasis added).

B. Evans and Taylor argue that Boston Scientific failed to f,rle timely notices

of removal. When a plaintiffls initial pleading does not state a case that is removable

under CAFA -- which was true here because each case involves claims by fewer than

100 persons -- the defendant must file a notice of removal "within 30 days after

receipt by the defendant . . . of a copy of an amended pleading, motion, order or other

paper frorn which it may first be ascertained that the case is one which is or has

become removable )' 28IJ.S.C. $ 1446(bX3).

Evans and Taylor argue their state court motions for assignment to a single

judge gave suffìcient notice the cases had become removable; therefbre, Boston

Scientifîc's notices of removal, filed nearly five months later, were untimely. We

disagree. The thirly-day time lirnit begins running when a plaintifT "explicitly

discloses" she is seeking a remedy that afforcls a basis for federal jurisdiction.

Knudson v. Slzs. Painters, Inc. ,634 F.3d 968, 974 (ïth Cir.201 1). Here, plaintifÏs'

assignment rnotions atternpted to limit their request to coordination of pretrial

proceedings, which would keep the cases outside the definition of a mass action. See

28 U.S.C. g 1332(d)(l lXBXiiXN). Only when plaintiffs' attorneys made clear the

extent of consolidation being sought at the state court motions hearing did Boston

Scientific have a basis fbr removal. These oral staternents, made at a coutt hearing

and later transcribed, like deposition testimony, satisfy $ 1446(b)(3)'s "other paper"

requirenrent. See Carvall-ro v. Equifax Info. Servs.. LLC , 629 F ,3d 87 6, 887 (9th Cir.

Linco 285 F.3d 456,465-66 (6th Cir.2002)

II. The Merits

Although plaintiffs concede that their respective individual claims "involve

common questions of law or fact," 28 U.S.C. $ 1332(dXl I XBXi), state courtplaintiffs

-4-
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with common claims against a common defendant may bring separate cases with

fewer than 100 plaintiffs each to avoid federal jurisdiction under CAFA -- unless their

clairns are "proposed to be tried jointly." See Romo v. Teva Pharm. USA. Inc., 731

F.3d 9 18,922 & n.1 (9th Cir. 2013); Scimone v. Carnival Corp. ,720F .3d 876, 88I -82

(11th Cir.20l3);Abrahamsenv. ConocoPhillips. Co., 503 F. App'x 157,160 (3d Cir.

2012),cer1. deniecl, 133 S. Ct. 1820 (2013); Anderson,610 F.3d at 393-94; Tanoh v.

Dow Chem. Co., 561 F.3d 945,953 (9th Cir.), cert. denied, 558 U.S. 934 (2009). That

proviso is the critical issue here -- did the distinct claims of these more than 100

plaintifïs, filed in the same court against the same defendant and assefting common

issues, become a single, removable mass action because plaintiffs proposed to try their

separate cases jointly?

In the Evans and Taylor cases, the district court concluded that Boston

Scientific's removal "runs afoul of the clear statutory language, i.e.,that there is a

single trial of 100 or more persons." Like Judge Easterbrook in an early Seventh

Circuit CAFA Çase, we conclude that construing the statute to require a single trial of

more than 100 claims would render 28 U.S.C. $ 1332(d)(11) "defunct":

A proposal to hold multiple trials in a single suit . . . does not take the

suit outsicle $ 1332(dX11). . .. A trial of 10 exemplary plaintiffs,
f-ollowecl by application of issue or claim preclusion to 134 more

plaintifß without another trial, is one in which the claims of 100 or more

persons are being tried jointly . . . .

Bullard v. Burlington N. Santa Fe Ry., 535 F.3d759,762 (7th Cir. 2008). Thus, as

Judge Posner noted in a subsequent Seventh Circuit case, in determining whether

plaintiffs have "proposed" that their clairns be triecl jointly, "the proposal can be

implicit . land tlhe joint trial could be limited to one plaintiff (or a few

plaintifß) . . . . That f'orm of bifurcation is common in class actions, and a mass action

is a form of class action." Koral v. Boeine Co., 628 F.3d 945,947 (7th Cir. 2011).

-5-
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Framing the issue in this manner, the critical issue becomes whether the three

groups of plaintiffs proposed that their claims be "tried joir-rtly," in which case

$ 1332(d)(11XBXi) applies and the aases are removable, or simply asked that their

respective claims be "consolidated or coordinated solely for pretrial proceedings," in

which case g 1332(dxl lXBXiiXIV) applies and the cases are not temovable. The

answer to this question requir:es careful review of the pr:oceedings in the City of St.

Louis Circuit Court. In that Court, cases are initially docketed for trial in Division I,

where the presiding judge sits, and assigned to a rnotion division judge who prepares

the case for trial. Then, as trial approaches, the presiding judge assigns the case to a

general division judge for final disposition. However, Local Rule 6.2.1 permits the

presiding judge to "assign extraordinary cases requir:ing inclividual and continuing

attention to general divisions fbr trial setting, pretrial motions and trial." And Local

Rule 6.2.4 provides that

fw]henever there are three or lrrore actions pending in this Circuit
involving claims of personal injury by multiple plaintiffs against the

saûte defendants or groups of defendants, arising out of exposure to a
product . . . the Presiding Judge may reassign such Qases to a single
general division if the Presiding Judge determines that the adrninistration
ofjustice would be servecl by such reassignment.

Here, each plaintiff group moved for special assignment to a single judge under

these rules. The Atwell group first moved to have its case assigned "to a single Judge

for purposes of discovery and trial." The motion did not request a common

assignment with other transvaginal rnesh plaintiffs, but plairrtiffs cited Rule 6.2.4 and

noted that the issues in the transvaginal mesh cases "raise the potential for conflicted

rulings through the discovery and motion process." The Taylor group fìled a motion

closely resembling Atwell's the next day, then amended its motion on June 3,2013,

to conf'orm to the Evans group motion filed that day. Relying on Rules 6.2.1 and

6.2.4, the Evans and Taylor groups moved to have the other transvaginal mesh cases

assigned to a single judgefor both pretrictl and trial matters, but each group noted it

-6-
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was not seeking to consolidate with other cases. Both groups cited "avoiding

conflicting pretrial rulings," "providing consistency in the supervision of pretrial

matters," and'Judicial economy" as reasons fbr the assignment.

On June 6, the presiding judge held a cornbined hearing on all three motions

At the hearing, plaintiffs' counsel argued:

ATV/ELL: [O]ur motion is to have it assigned to the judge that's going to try the

case because of the complexity that's going to occur all the way through,
that he should be the one to marshal how the case is going to be

developed. . . . [How to proceed is] going to be up to the judge that's
going to encl up hearing the pretrial motions and ultimately try the case.

You'11 understancl . . . we've got multiple plaintifTs. There's going to be

a process in which to select the bellwether case to try.

EVANS/
TAYLOR fCases involving] a particular productf ] should be assigned to a single

judge because the same legal issues arise over and over . . ., and . . . it
doesn't make sense to have inconsistent rulings in a Boston Scientific
case from one judge and then [a transvaginal mesh case with a different
defendant]. We need to have consistency. * x * We specifically said we

don't want these cases consolidated. They should not be consolidated.

We're sirnply asking your Honor to assign one single judge to handle

these cases for consistency of rulings, judicial economy, [and]
administration of justice.

On July 3, Boston Scientific removed all three cases to the Eastern District of

Missouri, asserting that court has jurisdiction under CAFA because plaintifïs proposed

to join their cases into a mass action with more than 100 plaintiffs. In Atwell, the

district court construed counsel's hearing statements as requesting only that a single

judge handle both the pretrial and trial proceeclin gs in the Atwell case. The court saw

no desire to consolidate Atwell with other transvaginal mesh cases and read the

"bellwethel'" referenÇe as a mere prediction, not a proposal. In Evans and Taylor, the

-7-
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district court construed counsel as suggesting onlypretríal coordination and saw no

indication that consolidation with Atwell had been proposed.

In our view, the clistrict courts erred in failing to follow (Evans ancl Taylor) or

to properly apply (Atwell) the Seventh Circuit's decision in Laboratorie

Inc,, 698 F.3d 568 (7th Cir. 2012). In that case, several hundred plaintiffs filed ten

personal injury actions against Abbott Labs in three state courts and moved the

Supreme Court of Illinois to exercise its discretion under a Coutt rule allowing for

"consolidatedpretrial,trial,orpost-trial proceedings." Id. at 570-71. Plaintiffs stated

they were requesting consolidation "through trial" and "not solely fbr pretrial

proceedings." Id. Abbott Labs removed. The district court remanded the cases.

Plaintiff's did not "contemplate . . . ajoint trial of the hundreds of claims asserted," the

court concluded, noting that "so-called 'mass totl' cases are never tried in their

entirety, and instead 'bellwether' claims selected by the parties are tried individually

in order to arrswer difficult issues" comlron to all claims. td. The Seventh Circuit

reversed the remand order. Focusing both on what plaintiffs requested and on the

necessary consequences of theit request, the court explained:

[P]laintiffs requestecl consolidation oftheir cases "through trial" and "not
solely for pretrial proceedings." They further assefted that consolidation

through trial "would also facilitate the efficient clisposition . . . wìthout
the risk of inconsístent adjudication . . . . [I]t is difficult to see how a

trial court could consolidate the cases as requested by plaintiffs and not

hold a joint trial or an exemplar trial with the legal issues applied to the

rerlaining cases. In either situation, plairrtifß' claims would be tried
jointly.

Id. at 573 (emphasis in original). By contr"ast, in Rorno v. TevaPharmaceuticals USA.

Inc.,731 F.3d gI8,g21 (9th Cir.2013), attorneys formanyplaintiffs in fortyproduct

liability actions f,rled in California state courls asked the California Juclicial Council

to invoke a state r:ule of procedure allowing coordination of common actions "for all

purposes." In affirrning the district court's remand order, the panel majority

-B-
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distinguished Abbott Labs because it irrvolved consolidation rather than coordination,

and because plaintiffs in Abbott Labs requested consolidation "through trial . . .

thereby removing any question of ftheir] intent." Id. at 923. Iudge Gould in dissent

found Abbott Labs "both pers uasive and relevant" because plaintifß did not l imit their

request to pretrial matters. When plaintiffs urged the state court to coordinate many

state actions to avoid inconsistent judgments, Judge Gould concluded:

it is a natural and probable consequence of the grant of the petition
seeking coordination, indeed it seems an inevitable result, that these

varied actions must be tried together, or coordinated in a way to avoid
inconsistent results as with bellwether trials, which amounts to the same

thing. . . . [T]he circumstances presented here are a proposal for a joint
trial within the meaning of what Congress said and intended in
CAFA. . . .

Id. at 928 (Gould, J., dissenting). \üe agree with Abbott Labs and with Judge Gould's

interoretation of the statute and the Abbott Labs decision.

Here, at the motion hearing, counsel for the Evans and Ta)¡lor plaintiffs, while

disavowing a desire to consolidate cases for trial, nonetheless urged the state court to

assign the clairns of more than 100 plaintiffs to a single judge who could "handle these

cases fbr consistency of rulings, judicial econolxy, [and] administration ofjustice."

Coulrsel for the Atwell plaintiffs was even more explicit, explaining that the motion

was intended "to have it assigned to the judge that's going to try the case because of

the complexity that's going to occur all the way through . . . . There's going to be a

process in which to select the bellwether case to try."

We disagree with the district court's conclusion that counsel's "anticipation of

a bellwether trial" was simply "aprediction of what might happen ifthe judge decided

to hold a mass trial." That was a quote frorn Judge Posner's opinion in Koral. But

plaintiffs in Koral were resi.sting def'endant's motion to dismiss, not sttpporting a

-9-
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motion to place multiple cases in a proceclural setting where bellwether trials would

be the normal way to efficiently prevent inconsistent judgments. 628 F.3d at 946.

Here, counsel's statements revealed the purpose oftheir motions -- ajoint assignment

in which the "inevitable result" will be that their cases are "tried jointly." As in

Abbott Labs. "it is difficult to see how a trial court could consolidate the cases as

requested by plaintiffs and not hold a joint trial or an exemplar tr:ial with the legal

issues applied to the remaining cases." 698 F.3d at 573. We conclude that,atthe tirne

the cases were rernoved, the motions for assignmentto a single judge filed by the

three plaintiff groups to the same state circuit coutl, combined with plaintiffs' candid

explanation of their objectives, required denial ofthe motions to remand. See Hargis

v. Access Capital Funding. LLC,674 F.3d 783, 789 (8th Cir.2012) (removal

jurisdiction is evaluated atthe time of removal).2

For these reasons, we grant Boston Scientific's petitions for permission to

appeal, vaçate the district couft orders remanding the three cases to state court, and

remand the cases to the district court for further proceedings not inconsistent with this

opinion. Because we rule on the petitions f'or permission to appeal and the merits

simultaneously, we fully dispose of this appeal within sixty days of granting the

petitions, as 28 U.S.C. $ 1a53(c)(2) requires. See Patterson v. Dean Morris. L.L.P.,

444F.3d365,370 (5th Cir. 2006) (sixty-day period begins on the day leave to appeal

is granted); accord In re Mor1g. Elec. Reg. S)¡s.. Inc.,680 F.3d 849,852-53 (6th Cir.

2012) (collecting cases). We grant Boston Scientific's motion to consolidate the

tsubsequent events bear out this conclusion. On September 10, the presiding
judge of the City of St. Louis Circuit Court granted plaintiffs' motion to assign the

Atwell case to a general division judge under Local Rule 6.2.1. The Court stated it
was "assigning this matter to a judge for trial setting, pretrial motions ctnd trial under

Local Rule 6.2,1 . For purposes ofjudicial economy this Court intends to assign other

transvaginal mesh cases to the same judge." 'We recently noted in afhrming a remand

order that "immediate removal woulcl be timely and almost cer:tainly proper" if the

CAFA jurisdictional bar should later evaporate in the state cout1. Hurst v. Nissan N.

Am." Inc., 51 1 F. App'x 584, 586-87 (8th Cir. 2013) (unpublished per curiam).
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petitions for permission to appeal and the motions by counsel for Evans and Taylor

for leave to file a sur-reply.
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